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Aim High
A story by David Hill

Literal (On the Lines):
What happened to Nik's cat?
What did Room 11 see at the observatory?

Inferred (Between the Lines):
Why did the class go to the observatory?
How did Nik feel when Mum told him the news about the cat?

Applied (Beyond the Lines)
How are school trips important for learning? How can school trips
help learning?
What does this story tell us about burials? What might your family
do when a pet dies?

Questions by Kathy Scott, Adele Curran and Edward Stevens –
Prospect School; Claire Edwards, Maara Tapoki, Tereapii Barratt Wesley Primary School.

Catching the Bus in Samoa
A story by Jane Davitt

Literal (On the Lines):
Where do you sit if the bus is full? (ko fe...)
How do you make the bus stop to pick you up? (Fe'fe'...)

Inferred (Between the Lines):
How would you know when the bus will arrive? (E anga fe'fe'...)
Why do you think you pay the bus driver when you get off the bus?
(Koe ha...)
What might happen if you get off the bus without paying? (Koe
ha...)

Applied (Beyond the Lines)
How are the buses in Samoa different to New Zealand buses? (E
anga fe'fe'...)
What would happen if you could not get off the bus because it was
full? (Koe ha...)

Questions by Dennise Mercer - Birdwood School; Lou Reddy &
Larni-Lea Martin - Wesley Intermediate.

Diwali
A story by Asha Patel

Literal (On the Lines):
What is Diwali?
What is the name of the sweet Alisha and mum made?

Inferred (Between the Lines):
Why is Diwali important to them?
Why must they have light divas and fireworks?

Applied (Beyond the Lines)
Does a performance always have to be on stage? Why/why not??

Questions by Sylvia Mason, Fiu Muave & Sandy Reeve - Birdwood
School; Anita Cross, Lesley Mackie, Verlene Ruru, Alison Smith Ranui
Primary School

Shopping in Pyjamas
School Journal Part 3, Number 3 2001
A story by Diana Noonan

Literal (On the Lines):
How did mum feel about leaving the hospital?
What time of the day did Dad buy takeaways on the way to the
hospital? What did the children want to do instead of hanging
around the hospital?

Inferred (Between the Lines):
Why did the children choose to dress themselves in pyjamas and
hats?
Had they not dressed up in pyjamas, what might have happened
next?

Applied (Beyond the Lines)
Should people go shopping in pyjamas? why/why not?
Have you ever managed to make someone who is sad feel happy
and how did you go about it?
Questions by Sue Wilson, Sue Gabriel, Joanna England, Nelleke Sylvia
Mau-Asam & Valuaki Taylor - Pomaria Primary School; Moka Uhotau &
Moka Uhotau – Avondale Primary School

Wind Power
A story by Pat Quinn and Bill Gaynor

Literal (On the Lines):
Who went for a walk?
Using the picture on page 12, can you name three things that use
electricity?
What are the generators for? What are wind turbines for?

Inferred (Between the Lines):
Are they enjoying their walk?
Why does the turbine need to be on a hill?
What happens when the wind stops? What can affect how the
wind turbines work?

Applied (Beyond the Lines)
What are the challenges of long hair on a windy day?
Could you have wind turbines in Auckland?

Questions by Mali Allen, Warwick Carroll, Bereneice Cathro, Amanda
Leef & Cherie Manning Massey Primary School.

